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NEW BUILD - Combination Harvester & Pickup Vessel

Listing ID - 1048 

Description NEW BUILD - Watercraft Hybride

Date
Launched

Built to Order

Location ex factory, Italy

Broker Giuseppe Filippone
giuseppe.�lippone@seaboatsbrokers.com
+39 329 886 8343

Price POA

 
Material: steel, stainless steel or aluminum.
 
Technical Description: Craft result from the combination between the vessel Harvester and the pick-up vessel , for
which features of the cutting tape and collection , of a central belt which transfers the collected material came from
the �rst tape up to the storage bin and an arm charger for the material discharge. Unlike the Pick-up, you can work
with a single operator who, once �lled the entire storage area, is transferred in the crane cab command to download
the material.
They can be propelled with screw propellers with antialghe system or with paddle wheels .
 
The draft can be as little as 35-40 cm . Considering the hull distance from the edge to the collection point reached by
the arm, the pick-up can also collect material on the banks.
 
There are built in series , therefore it is possible to choose with the client the possible combinations of cutting,
collection, storage, unloading, size, etc.
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The details of all vessels are offered in good faith but we cannot guarantee or warrant the accuracy of this
information nor warrant the condition of the vessel. Any buyer should instruct their agents, or their surveyors,
to investigate such details as the buyer desires validated. This vessel is offered subject to sale, price change,
location or withdrawal without notice.
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